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When Sebastian Vettel won his fourth consecutive world title at the  Indian Grand Prix  last October he  knelt in front of his car in an act of worship that acknowledged the hard work of the  Red Bull Racing and Renault  engineers that designed his car.  

After yet another shocking day of testing for Red Bull, in which his car could manage only 14 laps before ignominiously conking out on track, the German champ may be wishing he'd saved a few prayers  to help guide his team back to the top of the mountain. 
 
"Well it's a test,'' said a resigned Vettel as the shadows lengthened at Sakhir. He was apparently referring to the reality of the  two weeks of work  still to come at Bahrain, although he may well have been talking about   the battle being waged in the driver's seat, the garage and  the RBR factory. 

''Obviously we're not happy with where we are at right now, but we still have a long way ahead of us.''

Vettel spent the first five hours on Wednesday stuck in the     garage,   while on track    Nico Hulkenberg's   Mercedes powered  Force India knocked out 78 laps and cracked a best time of  one minute  36.880 seconds.  

Fernando Alonso's Ferrari also managed 64 laps and was second fastest with a  1.37.879, while the Mercedes of  Lewis Hamilton ran for 74 laps and a best time of 1.35908.

Vettel's best in his meagre lap count  was 1.40.224,  as the overheating problems that dogged him and new Australian teammate Daniel Ricciardo last month in Spain appeared to require further work. 
 
   
Still, as Vettel kept reminding the media afterwards, it was only day one of testing at the Bahrain International Circuit, with three more days to come this week and a further four days later in the month. 

''It's fairly difficult to judge where we are at, I haven't had much of the car yet,'' Vettel conceded. ''First gut feel is ok, but surely we need more running to judge the car to judge reliability to judge general performance …    

''It's not easy to find a quick fix, but i think we understand the problems as i say it's not that easy to find the solution.''

Vettel also confirmed that RBR10's issues were not just confined to overheating.   

''We had a problem with temperature which we seemed to fix at least with the couple of laps we could do, but very often you know you fix one problem and another problem pops up, so yeah i think there's stuff to do on Red Bull Racing side in terms of reliability, temperatures, general around the car and there's stuff on the Renault side, but it's not fair to separate those two. 
''We are a team, very successful in the last years together and now, yeah, obviously it is not the start we were hoping for but we still have some time and clever people on board which hopefully can fix the problem.''

Given his winning ways almost since joining the formula one field, Vettel was not ready to concede that it felt strange to be in a car that was struggling,   offering instead:  ''It's a long year''.

'' think everybody knew coming into this season that it was a massive challenge in terms of getting the new power unit to work, in terms of packaging of the car. Obviously you still what the quicker car that you can create, we knew it would be difficult and obviously we didn't hope for this, the first three or five days of the test, but it is what it is and i think we are working flat out to get better."
 
"It is more strange not to know how good the car is. We might have the best car I don't know . We can say that it is not the most reliable, but that is what testing is for. So far (there is) zero points for everyone so surely all the homework you get done at winter testing helps you … we've still got some days left, i think we know what is going on, but it's not that easy to fix as you can see otherwise we wouldn't volunteer to do only 14 laps. 

Vettel gets another chance on Thursday before Ricciardo - who was on hand throughout the team's  travails  - gets  into the car to try his luck on Friday and Saturday. 

BAHRAIN TESTING - DAY ONE --- please confirm these times against our aap copy.

1. Nico Hulkenberg (Force India) 1:368
2. Fernando Alonso (Ferrari) 1:378
3. Lewis Hamilton (Mercedes) 1:379
4. Kevin Magnussen (McLaren) 1:382
5. Sebastian Vettel (Red Bull) 1:402
6. Adrian Sutil (Sauber) 1:404
7. Robin Frijns (Caterham) 1:425
8. Daniil Kvyat (Toro Rosso) 1:443
9. Romain Grosjean (Lotus) 1:448
No time posted  from Felipe Massa (Williams) and Jules Bianchi (Marussia)  
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After Red Bull's difficult  start to the latest round of formula one testing, reigning world champion Sebastian Vettel has batted off suggestions that his struggling outfit might actually be the team to benefit most from the awarding  of double points in the final race of the season at Abu Dhabi.  

Vettel's recent domination of the sport has been one catalyst for the sport to introduce the controversial new double points race, but he says any suggestion Red Bull might need the points to recover lost ground is ''pessimistic''
 
''I think it's February, yes the season starts in four weeks, but i think that's not fair, that's a bit too harsh, Vettel said after completing only 14 laps in his first day of testing on Wednesday in Bahrain. 

''No matter which way I'm not a big fan for the double points because I don't understand the reason for it, but yeah, I hope that up to that point we have had lots of good races."

"I don't see any reason to panic (about the car) …. I know that everyone is working flat out to find a solution"

Vettel also spoke of his shock at the injuries suffered by his German countryman   Michael Schumacher, who remans in a coma after a skiing accident. But he appeared to rule out any on-track acknowledgement of the former world champion's plight. 

"Well I think that whatever I do I will do private,'' Vettel said. ''Yeah, it's a very, very bad message, obviously at the beginning we all thought it was just an accident, but it turned out to be much more serious now that he's been in a coma for quite a long time. 

''It's (hard) for the whole paddock, people who know him including myself we just wish the very best and hopefully a quick and very strong recovery,'' Vettel said.

''It's difficult to judge if you are not there to know what is going on if you can't speak to the doctors, but equally i think it's important that we give him and his family the peace and the rest that they need right now."






